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Tuesday, 
July 31 
 
Agenda #1: Divide 
and Conquer, Part 1 

 Today on Living on the Edge, Chip Ingram launches a series called “Diabolical: 
Satan’s Agenda for Planet Earth…Including You.” Together, we’ll discover the force 
behind the evil in this world…and we’ll find out how to protect ourselves from his 
attacks. In today’s message, Chip explains Satan’s first agenda: to divide and 
conquer. Don’t miss Living on the Edge with Chip Ingram, today at ____________, 
right here on _____________. 
 
 

Wednesday, 
August 1 
 
Agenda #1: Divide 
and Conquer, Part 2 

 You’ve probably heard someone say, ”Jesus has a plan for your life.”  That’s true! But 
did you also know that Satan has a plan for your life, too?  Today on Living on the 
Edge with Chip Ingram, Chip shares that Satan’s first agenda - the easiest thing for 
him to do -  is to divide and conquer.  Well, if you want to know how to keep from 
falling prey to his schemes, don’t miss Living on the Edge with Chip Ingram, at 
____________, right here on _____________. 

 

Thursday, 
August 2 
 
Agenda #2: Maintain 
the Status Quo,  
Part 1 

 You know, things that are routine and comfortable make us feel secure and connected 
– like traditions. And traditions make up some of the most significant times we share 
with family or friends. But traditions can also have a dark side … a dark side so 
powerful that they actually destroy the thing they’re meant to preserve and honor.  So 
how do you know if a tradition’s gone dark? Don’t miss Living on the Edge with Chip 
Ingram, at ____________, right here on _____________. 
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Friday, 
August 3 
 
Agenda #2: Maintain 
the Status Quo,  
Part 2 

 Sometimes what we’re used to…isn’t always right.  Let me say that again… 
sometimes what we’re used to…isn’t always right.  In fact, there are times when what 
we’re familiar with…may not just be wrong…it could actually be diabolical.  Today on 
Living on the Edge, Chip Ingram reveals how to protect yourself, your family, and your 
faith from unhealthy religious habits, or rituals, that do more harm than good. That’s 
Living on the Edge with Chip Ingram, today at ____________, right here on 
_____________. 
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Monday, 
August 6 
 
Agenda #3: 
Intimidate and 
Isolate, Part 1 

 It never fails…. the bad guys use mean, nasty, and sometimes tricky tactics to 
intimidate and isolate the good guys. Have you ever considered there’s a bad guy 
who’s aim is to do the same thing to you? I’m talking about mean, nasty, tricky tactics 
to isolate and intimidate you. Well, today on Living on the Edge with Chip Ingram, 
Chip will expose the bad guy and his tactics – to give you hope and success in the 
battle. Don’t miss Living on the Edge at ____________, right here on 
_____________. 

 

Tuesday, 
August 7 
 
Agenda #3: 
Intimidate and 
Isolate, Part 2 

 If God is good… and He’s all-knowing… how does it make sense that good people go 
through some of the worst circumstances? Well, today on Living on the Edge with 
Chip Ingram, Chip says there’s a better way to phrase the question: Since God is 
good and all-knowing, how can we respond to the worst circumstances? Do we allow 
Satan to intimidate and isolate us? Or do we move closer to God, who helps us 
through? That’s Living on the Edge, at ____________, right here on _____________. 
 

Wednesday, 
August 8 
 
Agenda #4: Death 
by Lethal Religion, 
Part 1 

 You’ve heard the phrase, too much of a good thing can be bad for you, right?  Well, 
that’s true!  And it can be true of religious things too!  Today on Living on the Edge 
with Chip Ingram, Chip tells us it’s possible to do all kinds of good things…helpful 
things…religious things…and yet be going in the wrong direction, spiritually.  Want to 
be sure you’re headed down the right path?  Don’t miss Living on the Edge with Chip 
Ingram, today at ____________, right here on _____________. 
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Thursday, 
August 9 
 
Agenda #4: Death 
by Lethal Religion, 
Part 2 

 If you’ve been around awhile, like me, you remember the frantic, arm-waving warning:  
“Danger! Will Robinson!”  Well, all kidding aside, today on Living on the Edge with 
Chip Ingram, Chip brings us a warning that’s for real.  And it comes with a unique title. 
He calls his message “Death by Lethal Religion.”  If you’d like to learn how religion 
can be dangerous to your physical, emotional, and spiritual health, don’t miss Living 
on the Edge with Chip Ingram, today at ____________, right here on _____________. 
 
 

Friday, 
August 10 
 
Agenda #5: 
Perpetuate 
Prejudice, Part 1 

 How does it make you feel when someone judges you?  Or worse yet, when someone 
mis-judges you?  When prejudice raises its ugly head it’s one of the most painful 
experiences anyone can endure.  Today on Living on the Edge with Chip Ingram, Chip 
begins a two-day journey to explain how prejudice is a tool used by Satan to 
perpetuate anger and division. Are you ready to derail one of his key agendas? Don’t 
miss Living on the Edge with Chip Ingram, at ____________, right here on 
_____________. 
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Monday, 
August 13 
 
Agenda #5: 
Perpetuate 
Prejudice, Part 2 

 Someone has said, “Prejudice may not be our fault, but it IS our problem.” The truth is, 
prejudice is a tool, used by Satan, to perpetuate anger and division among all people 
groups.  Today, on Living on the Edge with Chip Ingram, Chip tells us that since Satan 
operates in a spiritual dimension, it’s going to take more than a human agenda to 
solve prejudice. Don’t miss Chip as he opens Acts, chapter 10, for some answers.  
That’s Living on the Edge, at ____________, right here on _____________. 

 

 
 


